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ABSTRACT
The 2014 French Society for Rheumatology (Société Française de Rheumatologie, SFR)
recommendations about the management of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) have been updated by
a task force composed of 12 expert rheumatologists, 2 patient self-help group
representatives, and an occupational therapist. The material used by the task force included
recent EULAR recommendations, a systematic literature review, and expert opinion. Four
general principles and 15 recommendations were developed. The general principles
emphasize the need for shared decision-making between the rheumatologist and the patient
and for a global management program including both pharmacological and
nonpharmacological treatments. The recommendations deal with the diagnostic strategy for
RA, treatment targets, management organization, drug selection based on the treatment line
and prognostic factors, management of remissions, and global patient management. Diseasemodifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) therapy should be started as early as possible.
Validated composite scores should be determined at regular intervals to assess disease
activity -- according to the tight disease control concept -- to achieve the treatment target,
i.e., a remission. Methotrexate is the recommended first-line DMARD. The treatment should
be optimized when methotrexate is poorly tolerated or inadequately effective. While waiting
for conventional synthetic DMARDs to take effect, glucocorticoid therapy can be used, for a
brief period to keep the cumulative dose low. When a sustained remission without structural
progression is achieved in a patient who is not taking glucocorticoid therapy, targeted
therapy de-escalation according to tight disease control principles should be considered.
Patients should be periodically screened for comorbidities and their risk factors, which
should be evaluated and treated.
Keywords: Rheumatoid arthritis. Diagnosis. Treatment. Targeted treatment. DMARD.
Recommendations.
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1. Introduction
Since 2014 when the latest recommendations about the management of rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) were issued by the French Society for Rheumatology (Société Française de
Rheumatologie, SFR) [1], new data have been published. Thus, new information is available
on pharmacological treatments (including newly marketed drugs and therapeutic strategies,
notably for patients in remission), nonpharmacological treatments (rehabilitation and
therapeutic patient education [TPE]), and comorbidities. Recommendations must be updated
regularly based on the current literature to ensure that they provide optimal guidance to all
those involved in managing RA, thereby further improving the quality of life, functional
outcomes, and survival of patients with RA. The European League Against Rheumatism
(EULAR) has also conformed to this necessity, issuing updated recommendations about RA
and early arthritis in 2016 [2,3].
French recommendations about RA aim to deal with all the dimensions of RA
management including the diagnosis, treatment, follow-up, management of remissions, and
management of comorbidities. Although primarily intended for rheumatologists, they may be
useful also to other physicians who provide care to patients with RA such as primary-care
physicians, as well as to other healthcare professionals, medical students, patient self-help
organizations, and health authorities.
Thus, the objective of this work was to update SFR recommendations on managing RA
in order to provide patients with optimal management.
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2. Methods
The SFR convened a task force of 12 hospital- or community-based rheumatologists, 2
patients with RA who were members of patient self-help organizations, and an occupational
therapist. The task force members’ places of work were distributed throughout France. The
material used by the task force included the 2014 SFR and 2016 EULAR recommendations
for the management of RA and early arthritis [1–3]. In addition, a systematic literature
review was conducted by 2 task force members (CD and CH) to retrieve data published
between completion of the literature review for the earlier recommendations (i.e., between
November 2015 and February 2016 depending on the item) and October 2017 [4–8]. The
systematic literature review involved searches of MedLine (via PubMed) and a review of
abstracts published at the 2016 and 2017 meetings held by the EULAR and American
College of Rheumatology (ACR). The objective of the literature review was to identify
recently published data of use for answering 11 questions previously identified by the task
force. These questions referred to the time to RA treatment initiation, with the window of
opportunity concept; diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of RA, as well as treatment
strategies; management of remissions; and global patient management including the
management of comorbidities. In January 2018, the task force drafted the update to the SFR
recommendations, which was then finalized via several email rounds. The recommendations
were then reviewed by a panel of 40 experts including hospital- and community-based
rheumatologists, other healthcare professionals, and patients designated by patient self-help
organizations. Each panel member scored each recommendation on a 0-10 scale where 0
indicated complete disagreement and 10 complete agreement. The wording of some of the
recommendations was modified according to the comments made by the panel. The level of
the underlying evidence and the grade of each recommendation were determined [9].
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3. Results
Table 1 defines the main terms used and Figure 1 clarifies the nomenclature of diseasemodifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). Table 2 lists the 4 general principles and 15
recommendations and shows the levels of evidence and grades of the recommendations, as
well as the level of agreement of the task force and review panel with each recommendation.

3.1.

General principles
Principle A: The optimal management of patients with RA requires a dialogue between the
rheumatologist and patient to ensure that the patient receives the information and education
needed to share in his or her management decisions.
This principle was the same in 2014. As with all chronic diseases, patients with RA
must be actively involved in their own management. Shared decision-making, which is the
bedrock of the therapeutic partnership, requires all patients to have access to informational
and educational resources that provide them with substantial knowledge about their disease
and its management, so that they can make informed decisions in tandem with their
rheumatologist [1,10,11]. During a dedicated visit, the rheumatologist should disclose the
diagnosis of RA then establish a treatment strategy in partnership with the patient. TPE
promotes self-sufficiency and self-efficacy and allows the patient to become a competent
partner in the management process. Therefore, TPE must extend beyond providing education
about pharmacological treatments. The French National Health Authority (Haute Autorité de
Santé, HAS) recommends providing TPE shortly after disclosure of the diagnosis or at any
other time if TPE was not offered previously or was declined by the patient [12]. EULAR
recommendations state that all patients with chronic inflammatory joint disease should have
access to TPE during the course of their illness, including, at the minimum, at the time of the
diagnosis (disclosure phase), whenever the medication regimen is changed (priming phase),
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and whenever physical or psychological issues make TPE desirable [11]. The HAS
recommends developing a TPE protocol that progresses through the following four stages:
educational diagnosis, personalized TPE program (with hierarchization of the treatment
targets), delivery of individual or group TPE sessions, and assessment of acquired
competencies [12]. The EULAR provides a broader definition of the TPE modalities that can
be offered to patients [11]. Given the disparities in TPE availability across France, SFR
experts felt that TPE should be considered for all patients but that its modalities may vary
according to local resources.

Principle B: The rheumatologist is the specialist who should be in charge of managing
patients with RA. The primary-care physician plays a crucial role in detecting RA and in
providing follow-up in conjunction with the rheumatologist.
This principle also is the same as in 2014. Recent EULAR recommendations also state
that RA patients should be managed by rheumatologists [2,3]. One source of support for this
principle consists in published evidence that rheumatologists diagnose and treat RA earlier
than do other physicians, thereby benefiting the functional and structural prognosis of the
patients [4]. Nonetheless, the primary-care physician is in a unique position to ensure the
early detection of possible RA then to promptly refer the patient to a rheumatologist [13].
Primary-care physicians also play a major role in providing follow-up, monitoring
treatments, and managing comorbidities. They may also be involved, in partnership with the
rheumatologist, in renewing and adjusting the medications. Thus, the rheumatologist and
primary-care physician are both key components of the care pathway traveled by patients
with RA and should work together to build a personalized and coordinated management
framework.
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Principle C: Patients with RA should be offered a global management program including
drug treatments, therapeutic patient education and, as appropriate, comorbidity management,
psychological support, assistance with social and occupational issues, functional
rehabilitation, and/or surgery.
This new principle is recommendation 15 in the 2014 recommendations. The task force
determined that this generic statement was a general principle rather than a recommendation,
since a global management program including pharmacological and nonpharmacological
treatments should be offered and tailored to every patient with RA. Nonpharmacological
interventions include TPE (see Principle A); comorbidity management (see recommendation
15); psychological, social, and educational support; nonpharmacological treatments for
chronic pain; rehabilitation therapy; and surgery [14]. Although published data are limited.
the experts considered that physical treatments such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy,
and podiatric care benefit patients with RA, notably in terms of functional capabilities [3,5].
Appropriate orthoses and assistive devices can be helpful to some patients. Despite the
scarcity of data on the efficacy of psychological support, the experts considered that
psychological support should be offered in some cases. Their opinion was similar regarding
social and occupational support. Finally, all patients with RA should be informed of the
existence of patient self-help organizations, notably upon disclosure of the diagnosis, and
given contact information if they express interest. Depending on patient expectations, this
global management program can be instituted gradually instead of being implemented in its
entirety as soon as the diagnosis is made.

Principe D: The cost of RA and of its consequences and treatments, for both the individual
and society, should be considered when making treatment decisions.
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This principle is a very slight modification of previous Principle C in the 2014
recommendations: the word “high” used to qualify costs has been removed. Taking the costs
of RA management into account is also among the general principles accompanying the
2016 EULAR recommendations [2]. Although treatment decisions should be based primarily
on efficacy and safety data, they should also factor in the overall cost of the therapeutic
management of RA. The introduction of targeted treatments has increased the direct costs of
RA management. However, RA itself generates both direct costs (admissions, surgical
procedures) and indirect costs (related to loss of productivity, sick leaves, and work
incapacitation) [15]. Given their high efficacy, targeted treatments can decrease these direct
and indirect costs [16–18]. In addition, current strategies involving targeted therapy deescalation, combined with the introduction of biosimilars, are diminishing the individual
costs of DMARD therapy [19,20]. The latest EULAR recommendations state that, among
treatment strategies of similar efficacy and safety, the least costly should be used [2].

3.2.

Recommendations

3.2.1. Diagnosis
Recommendation 1: A diagnosis of RA should be considered in patients with specific
clinical findings such as joint swelling (clinical arthritis), morning stiffness lasting longer
than 30 minutes, and a positive hand or forefoot squeeze test then confirmed as promptly as
possible (ideally within 6 weeks) by a physical examination performed by a rheumatologist,
laboratory tests (erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR], C-reactive protein [CRP], anticitrullinated protein antibodies [ACPA], and rheumatoid factors [RFs]), and imaging studies
(radiographs with or without ultrasonography), after ruling out the differential diagnoses.
The first part of this recommendations is unchanged compared to 2014. Joint swelling
(synovitis), particularly involving several joints, and notably located at the hands, suggests
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RA. Morning stiffness for longer than 30 minutes and a positive squeeze test (pain elicited
by side-to-side pressure across the metacarpophalangeal [MCP] and/or metatarsophalangeal
[MTP] joints) further strengthen the suspicion of RA. A recent EULAR publication
identifies several parameters that should suggest inflammatory joint disease in patients with
arthralgia, including symptom onset within the past year, MCP joint involvement, morning
stiffness for longer than 1 hour, greater symptom severity in the morning, history of RA in a
first-degree relative, difficulty making a fist, and positive MCP squeeze test [21].
The second part of the recommendations is slightly amended compared to 2014 to
highlight the major contribution of the physical examination to the diagnosis of RA and the
need for establishing the diagnosis very soon after symptom onset. Published evidence
indicates that patients referred rapidly to a rheumatologist after symptom onset have better
structural outcomes and require fewer orthopedic procedures compared to patients referred
later on [4]. Given these data and their own experience, the task force experts recommended
that the diagnosis of RA be confirmed within 6 weeks after symptom onset. Compared to the
2014 recommendations, the task force also considered that the key role for the physical
examination in RA screening needed to be emphasized. Primary-care physicians should be
trained in recognizing signs suggestive of early inflammatory joint disease, and
rheumatologists must be available to assess referred patients rapidly [22]. Ultrasonography,
as a noninvasive, inexpensive, and widely available imaging technique, may provide
diagnostic assistance in some cases, by detecting synovitis when the physical examination is
difficult (due to obesity of MTP involvement for instance) or by helping to determine the
number of involved joints [23,24]. Nevertheless, based on published evidence, and although
ultrasonography has shown good sensitivity for detecting arthritis and identifying patients at
risk for RA, the task force considered that ultrasonography does not deserve to be performed
routinely, given its low specificity [3,4,25,26]. Evidence that ultrasonography exhibits good
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specificity but limited sensitivity for identifying bone erosions in patients with arthritis was
felt to also militate against routine ultrasonography for the diagnosis of RA [25]. Finally,
recent evidence combined with cost considerations seem to indicate only limited clinical
relevance of magnetic resonance imaging as a diagnostic test for RA [3,4].
Among imaging studies, standard anteroposterior radiographs of the hands and
anteroposterior and oblique radiographs of the feet are again considered in these
recommendations as first-line investigations for assisting in the diagnosis of RA, as they
may show erosions typical for the disease. The EULAR definition of typical RA erosive
disease consists in erosions involving three or more separate joints at any of the following
sites: MCP joints, proximal interphalangeal joints, wrist, and MTP joints [27].
In patients without typical erosive disease, confirmation of a diagnosis of RA relies on
a set of converging clinical and laboratory findings, which also eliminate differential
diagnoses. No consensus exists regarding the laboratory tests to be obtained in patients with
early arthritis. The task force suggests performing the laboratory tests recommended by the
HAS in 2007, the SFR in 2014, and EULAR in 2016. Thus, the minimum battery of tests
should include a CRP assay; erythrocyte sedimentation rate measurement if possible; a full
blood cell count; transaminase assays; renal function tests and a urine dipstick; assays of
RFs, ACPA, and anti-nuclear antibodies; and screening tests for hepatitis B and C [1,3,14].
Auto-antibodies are major keys to the diagnosis. Published evidence supports good
diagnostic performance of ACPAs and, to a lesser extent, RFs [4]. Of the many available
auto-antibody assay methods, those most widely used at present and recommended in France
by the HAS are as follows: for RFs, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or
nephelometry to assay the IgM isotype; and for ACPA, ELISA to assay anti-cyclic
citrullinated peptide antibodies [14].
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At present, the criteria most widely used in patients with early arthritis are those
developed jointly by the ACR and EULAR in 2010. Initially designed for classification
purposes, these criteria can assist in the diagnosis of RA in difficult cases [28]. The
ACR/EULAR criteria can be applied only to patients with clinical synovitis in at least one
joint and no other diagnosis likely to explain the symptoms. In addition, patients with typical
erosive disease on standard radiographs can be classified immediately as having RA, without
applying the ACR/EULAR criteria. These last were designed as classification criteria and
not as diagnostic criteria but can nevertheless provide useful diagnostic assistance provided
they are not substituted for clinical judgment.

3.2.2. Treatment targets and management organization
Recommendation 2: As soon as RA is diagnosed, disease-modifying treatment must be
initiated.
This recommendation is unchanged compared to 2014.
Initiating DMARD therapy as early as possible is a central tenet of the management of
recent-onset RA, which is a therapeutic emergency. The 2016 EULAR recommendations
describe the first 3 months of the disease as a therapeutic window of opportunity during
which DMARD therapy should ideally be initiated [3]. Recent data consistently indicate that
treatment initiation within 3 months after symptom onset is associated with improvements
not only in clinical outcomes (achieving a remission, obtaining a treatment response, and
minimizing functional impairments), but also in radiographic outcomes (limitation of
structural disease progression, prevention of erosion development) [5,29]. Given these data,
early DMARD therapy initiation is also recommended, before diagnostic confirmation is
obtained, in patients with early undifferentiated arthritis at risk for progression to RA (highly
active disease, positive tests for ACPAs and/or RFs, structural lesions) [3].
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Recommendation 3. The treatment target is achieving and maintaining a remission or, at
least, minimal disease activity. A clinical remission is defined as the absence of signs and
symptoms of significant inflammatory activity.
The first part of this recommendation has been modified by the addition of remission
maintenance to the treatment goals. Compared to 2014, this recommendation has also been
simplified, by removing “in every patient, with the goal of preventing structural damage
progression and the development of disabilities”, which the task force felt was stating the
obvious.
The goal of RA treatment is to provide patients with the best possible quality of life
over the long term by controlling their symptoms, preventing structural damage, and
allowing normal social and occupational activities. Convincing evidence exists that
achieving a clinical remission or, to a lesser extent, minimal disease activity, is associated
with less structural progression and less functional impairment [30]. Some data suggest that
achieving an early and prolonged remission may diminish mortality [31].
A clinical remission is defined as the absence of signs or symptoms indicating
significant inflammatory activity. These signs and symptoms include those detected by the
medical interview, physical examination, and laboratory tests (inflammation markers) (see
also recommendation 4). Recent published data demonstrate that achieving a clinical
remission is at least as relevant as achieving an ultrasonographic remission. The randomized
trials TASER and ARTIC, as well as observational data from everyday practice (RA
BIODAM) found no evidence that ultrasonographic monitoring improved clinical or
structural outcomes, and routine ultrasonography increases both the risk of overtreatment
and management costs [32–34].
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Achieving a clinical remission should therefore be the main treatment target in all
patients with RA. Nevertheless, a remission is difficult to achieve in patients who have longstanding RA with major structural damage, in whom achieving minimal disease activity is an
acceptable alternative.
In every case, the treatment target should be selected jointly with the patient. A
treatment program is then established according to the previous treatment history,
comorbidities, and risks related to the patient and drugs. Thus, minimal disease activity may
seem preferable over a remission at all costs, for instance in patients who have failed several
treatment lines or are at high risk for infection. On the opposite, the presence of
comorbidities related to chronic inflammation, such as cardiovascular disease, may tip the
balance in favor of more stringent treatment goals.
Clinical remission maintenance is a key concept that governs the follow-up strategy. In
the 2016 EULAR recommendations, a remission is considered to be sustained if it has lasted
3 to 6 months [30]. Once a sustained remission is achieved, patients can be followed-up at
longer intervals (see recommendation 5).

Recommendation 4. Disease activity should be measured using validated composite criteria,
including joint indices.
This recommendation is unchanged compared to 2014. Several validated composite
criteria are available for quantifying disease activity. They provide numerical scores that can
be used to define the two treatment goals, i.e., remission and minimal disease activity.
However, differences exist across available criteria. Thus, criteria such as the Disease
Activity Score on 28 joints or DAS28 (with remission defined as DAS28-ESR <2.6 and
minimal disease activity as 2.6≤ DAS28-ESR≤3.2) are permissive, as they may indicate a
remission despite the persistence of clinical synovitis in one or more joints [35]. Importantly,
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no cutoff for defining a remission has been established for the DAS28-CRP, and applying
the DAS28-ESR cutoffs to the DAS28-CRP overestimates clinical remission rates, since the
DAS28-CRP is even more permissive than the DAS28-ESR [36].
The criteria selected by the EULAR and ACR to define a remission are more stringent.
They include:
- the Boolean-based criterion, with remission defined as values ≤1 for the swollen joint
count, patient global assessment of disease activity on a visual analog scale, and CRP in
mg/dL;
- the Simplified Disease Activity Index or SDAI, with remission defined as
SDAI≤3.3 and minimal disease activity as 3.3<SDAI≤11;
- the Clinical Disease Activity Index or CDAI, with remission defined as
CDAI≤2.8 and minimal disease activity as 2.8<CDAI≤10; the CDAI has no laboratory items
and provides very similar results to those obtained with the SDAI [35,36].

The DAS28-ESR, SDAI, and CDAI seem to classify patients similarly for minimal
disease activity but not for remission [37].
Any of these composite criteria that include a joint item can be used to monitor
patients with RA. In addition, the evaluation of disease activity should combine the various
items used in the composite criterion and the presence of synovitis or tenosynovitis at sites
that may not be taken into account by the composite criterion, such as the feet.
In patients with early RA treated by a conventional synthetic DMARD (csDMARD),
the EULAR/ACR definitions of remission (Boolean and SDAI) may be used preferentially,
since persistent synovitis despite a DAS28 remission is associated with radiographic disease
progression in this situation [38,39]. On the opposite, EULAR/ACR remission criteria are
difficult to achieve in patients who have long-standing RA with joint destruction or
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comorbidities that interfere with the evaluation (e.g., fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, or any
disease that elevates the laboratory markers of inflammation).
In patients treated with IL-6 pathway antagonists, using the DAS28-ESR or DAS28CRP to evaluate the clinical response may not be optimal. Indeed, laboratory markers of
inflammation weigh heavily on the scores produced by both DAS28 versions but are
virtually always decreased by the biological effects of IL-6 inhibition [40].

Recommendation 5. Follow-up should be provided by a rheumatologist at closely spaced
intervals (every 1 to 3 months) as long as the disease is active. Treatment adjustments are in
order in patients who fail to improve within 3 months or to achieve their treatment target
within 6 months.
For this recommendation, the only change compared to 2014 is the added information
that follow-up should be provided by a rheumatologist.
Once the treatment target has been selected, follow-up designed to achieve tight
disease control should be provided in order to achieve it rapidly, if needed via treatment
adjustments. Sound evidence exists that tight disease control based on a composite disease
activity criterion such as the DAS28 is associated with higher remission rates and shorter
times to remission compared to standard care [30,41,42]. Thus, visits at intervals of 1 to 3
months (once a month in patients with high disease activity) are recommended until a
remission or minimal disease activity is achieved then sustained for 3-6 months. The interval
between follow-up visits can then be increased to 6 months (Figure 2).
A significant improvement after 3 months is the first indication of a treatment response
and should be evaluated based on the variation in the selected composite criterion.
In addition to composite criteria for joint disease activity, annual monitoring of the
functional impact of the disease using the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) is
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recommended, since preventing functional impairments is among the treatment objectives.
Although improvements in patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are now used routinely in
clinical trials, whether PROs should be used to determine whether treatment intensification
is in order remains to be evaluated.
The 2014 SFR recommendations stated that structural disease progression should be
monitored by obtaining standard radiographs of the hands and feet every 6-12 months the
first year, annually for the next 3-5 years, and subsequently at longer intervals and whenever
the treatment regimen is changed. Structural disease progression in patients with RA is
markedly diminished by adjusting the treatment according to the tight disease control
strategy, using stringent remission criteria such as those recommended by the EULAR and
targeted treatments including biologic DMARDs (bDMARDs) and targeted synthetic
DMARDs (tsDMARDs) [43,44]. Consequently, radiographic monitoring plays a pivotal role
early in the disease, if residual clinical activity persists during follow-up, and whenever the
treatment regimen is changed. Radiographs are probably less important in patients on
targeted treatment who achieve a clinical remission with no synovitis. The usefulness of
other imaging techniques such as ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging for
monitoring structural disease progression remains to be demonstrated.

3.2.3. First-line treatment (Figure 3)
Recommendation 6. Methotrexate is the first-line DMARD in patients with active RA,
starting at a dosage of at least 10 mg/week then reaching the optimal dosage within no more
than 4-8 weeks.
The difference with the 2014 recommendation 6 is that the starting dosage is specified.
Methotrexate is the first-line DMARD in patients with active RA. The starting dosage
should be at least 10 mg/week and the objective to reach the optimal dosage of 10 to 30
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mg/week within 4-8 weeks [45]. Although the maximal dosage can be used from the outset if
deemed necessary by the rheumatologist, some evidence suggests that a gradual dosage
increase may be associated with a better safety profile [46]. The optimal dosage varies with
the efficacy and tolerance of the drug and with the individual patient profile. Asian patients
should receive lower dosages (the maximal allowed dosage is 20 mg/week in China and 16
mg/week in Japan).
In the event of an inadequate treatment response or failure to tolerate methotrexate,
subcutaneous administration of the drug can be considered. For a given dosage, the
subcutaneous route produces serum drug levels that are higher by 2.5-5 mg/week compared
to the oral route [47]. However, the higher cost of subcutaneous methotrexate should also be
taken into consideration. Published data indicate that patients treated with methotrexate
should receive at least 10 mg/week of supplemental folic acid [48].
Combining methotrexate with other csDMARDs does not seem superior over
methotrexate monotherapy in patients with early RA [49–51] and is associated with higher
adverse event rates. Such combinations are therefore not recommended for the first-line
treatment of RA.
In several recent studies, combining methotrexate with a bDMARD was superior over
methotrexate alone for the first-line treatment of RA [52–55]. However, methotrexate was
used without glucocorticoid therapy in these studies. In contrast, the IDEA randomized trial
showed that methotrexate combined with infliximab was not better than methotrexate
combined with 250 mg of methylprednisolone as a single intravenous dose [56].
Furthermore, routinely adding a bDMARD for the first-line treatment would result in
overtreatment of those patients who would have achieved their treatment target with
methotrexate alone and, therefore, to unnecessary increases in both risks to patients and
healthcare costs. Consequently, the use of a bDMARD for the first-line treatment of RA is
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not recommended. On the other hand, the indications of adding a glucocorticoid to
methotrexate are broad (see recommendation 8).

Recommendation 7. In DMARD-naive patients who have contraindications or early
intolerance to methotrexate, leflunomide and sulfasalazine are good alternatives.
This recommendation is unchanged compared to 2014. Methotrexate has few
contraindications. Among them are pregnancy, absence of effective contraception, severe
kidney dysfunction, and clinically significant liver disease. Contraindications related to the
lung are exceedingly rare. Leflunomide and sulfasalazine have been proven effective on both
clinical and structural parameters [7]. Leflunomide is used in a dosage of 20 mg/day;
pregnancy is also a contraindication to the use of this drug. Sulfasalazine is given in
increasing dosages up to 2-3 g/day and can be given during pregnancy. Hydroxychloroquine
can be combined with other csDMARDs, particularly given its possible metabolic and
cardiovascular benefits in patients with RA [57]. Hydroxychloroquine monotherapy has little
clinical efficacy and no structural effects and is therefore not recommended for the treatment
of RA [7].

Recommendation 8: While awaiting the effects of csDMARD therapy, oral or parenteral
glucocorticoid therapy can be considered, in a low cumulative dosage, if possible for no
longer than 6 months. The glucocorticoid dose should be tapered to nothing as promptly as
possible.
Compared to the 2014 recommendation 8, this update specifies that glucocorticoid
therapy can be considered at the initiation of csDMARD therapy, as opposed to targeted
therapy (bDMARD or tsDMARD). With bDMARD and tsDMARD therapy, the argument
for concomitant glucocorticoid therapy seems less convincing. That the glucocorticoid
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treatment should be brief, i.e., no longer than 6 months, to keep the cumulative dosage low,
was already indicated in the 2014 recommendation and is reemphasized here. The updated
recommendation specifies that the glucocorticoid can be given orally or parenterally. Finally,
the updated version highlights the need for not only rapidly tapering the glucocorticoid
dosage, but also stopping the glucocorticoid altogether as early as possible.
Recently published data demonstrate that glucocorticoid therapy is effective on both
clinical and structural parameters and therefore still has a role to play in the treatment of RA
[5,7,58,59]. In addition, new evidence suggests an improved safety profile when
glucocorticoids are used for a short period and in low dosages [5,8,58,60,61]. Nevertheless,
and keeping in mind the bias that stems from the preferential use of glucocorticoids in
patients with high disease activity, new studies continue to supply evidence of the toxicity of
long-term glucocorticoid therapy, even in low dosages, with increased risks of
cardiovascular disease, infections, and osteoporosis [5,8,62,63]. Given the risk/benefit ratio
of glucocorticoids, the task force considered that glucocorticoid therapy can be considered
only in the lowest possible cumulative dose and for the shortest possible time. The
cumulative dose concept is consistent with the initial use of high dosages given orally,
intramuscularly, or intravenously followed by a rapid taper [58,64,65]. Intraarticular
glucocorticoid injections also seem beneficial when used in combination with csDMARD
therapy [5]. The task force selected 6 months as the desirable maximum duration of
glucocorticoid therapy. Reducing this maximal duration to 3 months was suggested by
several review panel experts. In keeping with the latest EULAR recommendations, the task
force recommends routinely considering glucocorticoid therapy when starting a csDMARD
for the first-line treatment or subsequent treatment modifications, although the evidence that
glucocorticoid therapy benefits disease control comes chiefly from studies of patients with
early RA [2]. Finally, the task force recommends that glucocorticoids be used only based on
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a risk/benefit ratio assessment in each individual patient and only in combination with the
routine application of measures designed to prevent adverse effects (see recommendation
15).

3.2.4.

Second and subsequent treatment lines (Figure 3)
Recommendation 9: In patients with an inadequate response or intolerance to methotrexate,
the treatment must be optimized.
In patients with adverse prognostic factors, add-on bDMARD or tsDMARD therapy can be
considered, using a TNFα antagonist, abatacept, an IL-6 pathway antagonist, a JAK
inhibitor, or, under specific circumstances, rituximab.
In patients without adverse prognostic factors, a switch to another csDMARD (leflunomide,
sulfasalazine) or the combination of several csDMARDs can be considered; if this strategy
fails or is contraindicated, targeted therapy (with a bDMARD or tsDMARD) should be
considered.
The 2014 version of this recommendation has been altered to insist on the need for
optimizing the DMARD regimen if the response is inadequate (“must be optimized”).
Furthermore, tsDMARDs are mentioned in addition to bDMARDs. Finally, the csDMARD
combination (previously methotrexate/sulfasalazine/hydroxychloroquine) is no longer
specified.
In patients who have an inadequate response after 3 months or have not achieved their
treatment target after 6 months, the treatment must be optimized (see recommendations 3
and 5). The optimization strategy varies depending on whether the following predictors of a
poor prognosis or poor treatment response are present:

•

early erosions

•

RFs and ACPA, notably in high titers (≥3N)
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•

persistent moderate-to-high disease activity despite csDMARD therapy, with high ESR and
CRP values and/or a high swollen joint count

•

failure of ≥2 csDMARDs
The above-listed factors of adverse prognostic significance were identified in recently
published studies as risk factors for structural progression [66,67]. No studies were
specifically designed to compare the efficacy of csDMARDs and targeted therapies
depending on the presence or absence of factors of adverse prognostic significance.
Nevertheless, early erosions, auto-antibodies, and high disease activity are strongly
associated with worse structural disease progression [66], and targeted therapies have greater
structural effects than do csDMARDs. Post hoc analyses have confirmed that adding a
bDMARD to methotrexate provides greater benefits in patients with vs. without factors of
adverse prognostic significance [67,68]. In everyday practice, benefits were limited from
using another csDMARD in patients with moderate-to-high disease activity despite
csDMARD therapy [69]. Compared to the 2014 recommendations, failure of ≥2 csDMARDs
has been added. This factor predicts a poor treatment response rather than a poor prognosis.
The task force considered that failure of two csDMARDs is associated with a very low
likelihood of a response to third DMARD and consequently indicates targeted therapy [68].
In patients with factors of adverse prognostic significance, any form of targeted
therapy can be used (bDMARD or tsDMARD). Neither head-to-head comparisons [70–72]
nor metaanalyses found any consistent evidence of differences in efficacy across targeted
therapies given in combination with methotrexate [6,73,74]. Among targeted therapies,
bDMARDs may deserve preference based on the longer experience with these drugs and
availability of long-term registry data on treatment safety [8,75]. Nevertheless, safety data on
tsDMARDs are favorable [76,77], and baricitinib may be more effective than adalimumab in
combination with methotrexate [72]. Rituximab has not been licensed for first-line targeted
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therapy but can be considered in specific situations, such as a history of cancer within the
past 5 years, latent tuberculosis with a contraindication to prophylactic antituberculosis drug
therapy, and a history of lymphoma or demyelinating disease, since these conditions are
known to respond to rituximab [78,79]. Abatacept is another alternative in patients with
demyelinating disease [80].
In patients with no factors of adverse prognostic significance, switching to or adding
another csDMARD can be considered. In this situation, as with first-line treatment,
concomitant glucocorticoid therapy may expedite disease control. Combinations of
csDMARDs (e.g., methotrexate/sulfasalazine/hydroxychloroquine,
methotrexate/sulfasalazine, or methotrexate/hydroxychloroquine) have not been proven
superior over methotrexate alone when glucocorticoid therapy is used in both groups (see
recommendation 6). They may however deserve consideration in patients without factors of
adverse prognostic significance who fail methotrexate therapy or have contraindications,
notably infectious conditions, to targeted therapy [81,82].
When methotrexate therapy must be discontinued within the first 3 months due to
intolerance, a switch to another csDMARD (leflunomide or sulfasalazine) should be
preferred over targeted therapy, as indicated in recommendation 7.

Recommendation 10. All targeted therapies (bDMARDs and tsDMARDs) are best used in
combination with methotrexate.
Compared to the 2014 version of this recommendation, the term “targeted therapies” is
used instead of “biologics”, to include tsDMARDs.
Adding methotrexate to targeted therapy provides greater clinical and radiographic
efficacy compared to targeted therapy alone. This added efficacy has been demonstrated for
all bDMARDs [6,83], including tocilizumab, with which the combination produced better
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numerical results [84–86]. The same applies to JAK inhibitors. Thus, in the ORAL strategy,
the tofacitinib-methotrexate combination induced an ACR50 response at 6 months in 46% of
patients with RA, compared to 38% with tofacitinib alone [70]. In the RA-BEGIN
randomized trial, the baricitinib-methotrexate combination induced a DAS28-ESR remission
at 12 months in 30% of patients versus 22% with baricitinib alone, and structural efficacy
was also greater with the combination (79.9% vs. 68.8% of patients without radiographic
progression after 1 year) [87]. Consequently, all bDMARDs and tsDMARDs should be used
in combination with methotrexate whenever possible.
In the randomized CONCERTO trial, adding methotrexate 10 mg/week to adalimumab
was as effective as adding methotrexate 20 mg/week and more effective than adding
methotrexate 2.5 or 5 mg/week [88]. The randomized noninferiority MUSICA trial
demonstrated greater efficacy of the adalimumab-methotrexate combination when the
methotrexate dosage was 20 mg/week rather than 7.5 mg/week [89]. Thus, in patients on
targeted therapy, a decrease in the methotrexate dosage can be considered provided the
dosage remains at or above 10 mg/week.
In patients with contraindications or intolerance to methotrexate, targeted therapy can
be combined with leflunomide or sulfasalazine. In several studies, TNFα antagonist therapy
proved similarly effective whether methotrexate or leflunomide was the combination drug.
Data from the British Society for Rheumatology Biologics Register (BSRBR) of RA patients
indicate a lower risk of TNFα antagonist therapy discontinuation when sulfasalazine is given
also than when the TNFα antagonist is used alone, although the risk is higher than with
combined methotrexate therapy [92].
In patients who cannot be given a csDMARD in combination with targeted therapy,
TNFα antagonist monotherapy is best avoided. Studies have consistently demonstrated
decreased clinical efficacy of TNFα antagonist monotherapy compared to the TNFα
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antagonist-methotrexate combination, due in part to an immune response against the TNFα
antagonist, which is more common in the absence of methotrexate [93]. The most
convincing data on the efficacy of targeted therapies used alone have been obtained with IL6 receptor antagonists and tsDMARDs. Tocilizumab and JAK inhibitors used alone
produced response rates similar to those achieved with combined methotrexate, both in
randomized trials and in cohort studies [70,87,94,95]. Furthermore, in the ADACTA and
MONARCH randomized trials, tocilizumab and sarilumab, respectively, were more effective
than adalimumab monotherapy [96,97]. Data from the TOCERRA registry indicate similar
efficacy and drug continuation rates with tocilizumab monotherapy and with TNFα
antagonist-combinations [95,97].
Neither etanercept nor abatacept induce the production of anti-drug antibodies. In
some of the randomized controlled trials, etanercept monotherapy, although clinically
effective, was less so than the etanercept-methotrexate combination and showed greater
structural efficacy compared to csDMARDs [98,99]. Observational data support a
therapeutic effect of abatacept, but this drug is not licensed for use as monotherapy
[100,101].
Thus, in patients who cannot take csDMARDs, IL-6 receptor antagonists and JAK
inhibitors may exhibit advantages over the other targeted therapies, notably TNFα
antagonists, whose initiation as monotherapy should be avoided.

Recommendation 11. Patients who fail a first targeted therapy (bDMARD or tsDMARD)
should be switched to another targeted therapy. In the event of primary failure, a switch to a
targeted therapy that has a different mechanism of action may deserve preference.
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Compared to the 2014 recommendations, the term “targeted therapy” has been
substituted for “biological agent” to include tsDMARDs, and a preference for switching to a
drug that has a different mechanism of action in the event of primary failure has been added.
In patients having failed a first TNFα antagonist, most studies found that efficacy was
similar across targeted therapies, i.e., between switching to another TNFα antagonist and
switching to a drug with a different mechanism of action [6,102,103]. In the French ROC
randomized trial, the EULAR response rate was higher when patients were switched to a
drug with a different mechanism of action after failure of a first TNFα antagonist [104].
However, this difference was chiefly ascribable to a strong EULAR response in patients
given tocilizumab (48% of patients in the “other mechanism of action” group), which
consistently decreases the levels of laboratory markers of inflammation. Therefore, either a
drug that has the same mechanism of action (e.g., another TNFα antagonist) or a drug with a
different mechanism of action can be used interchangeably. To date, no published evidence
exists about the efficacy of a second JAK inhibitor after failure of a first tsDMARD or about
the efficacy of a second IL-6 receptor antagonist after failure of tocilizumab.
In the specific case of primary treatment failure, i.e., failure to achieve sufficient
improvement after 3 months or the treatment target after 6 months, a switch to a drug with a
different mechanism of action seems desirable. Data from cohort studies suggest that a
treatment directed to a different target is more effective after failure of a first TNFα [105].
Nonetheless, in the randomized EXXELERATE trial comparing certolizumab to
adalimumab, both given with methotrexate, switching to a second TNFα antagonist after
primary failure of a first TNFα antagonist produced a response rate that was satisfactory,
albeit lower than with the first TNFα antagonist [106].
Importantly, treatment adherence must be monitored. Poor treatment adherence is a
common cause of treatment failure. Adherence to methotrexate therapy varies considerably
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[107]. Treatment adherence is influenced by patient beliefs, which in turn can be influenced
by TPE [108].

3.2.5. Managing disease remission
Recommendation 12: In patients who have a sustained remission without glucocorticoid
therapy, a decrease in the targeted therapy dosage must be considered.
In 2014, this recommendation was less restrictive regarding glucocorticoid therapy, as
DMARD dosage de-escalation could be considered either after glucocorticoid
discontinuation or after glucocorticoid dosage tapering to no more than 5 mg/day. The task
force elected to require discontinuation of glucocorticoid therapy to emphasize the
importance of weaning the patient off glucocorticoids in the event of a remission.
Furthermore, in the new version of this recommendation, the term “targeted therapy” is used
instead of “biological agent” in order to include tsDMARDs. Finally, the task force
considered that the importance of DMARD dosage de-escalation should be highlighted by
using the term “must” instead of “can”.
A sustained remission is generally defined as a remission that lasts at least 3 to 6
months [1,2]. Inflammation and joint destruction may not evolve in lockstep, and some
patients may continue to exhibit structural disease progression despite a clinical remission.
Consequently, radiographs should be obtained before and during the dosage taper to check
for structural disease progression [109]. When a sustained remission is achieved, any
glucocorticoid therapy must be discontinued before DMARD de-escalation can be
considered. In specific situations such as long-standing RA, DMARD de-escalation may be
considered even when complete glucocorticoid discontinuation proves impossible, provided
the glucocorticoid dosage is first decreased to no more than 5 mg/day. Ultrasonography to
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check the absence of residual subclinical disease activity has not been found relevant to date
as a means of guiding DMARD de-escalation (see recommendation 3).
Studies have shown that after abrupt bDMARD discontinuation, the remission or
minimal disease activity is maintained in only a small proportion of patients [6]. This
strategy is therefore not recommended. Recent published evidence shows, in contrast, that
targeted therapy de-escalation (by gradually decreasing the dosage or increasing the dosing
interval) according to disease activity allows remission or minimal disease activity
maintenance in a significant proportion of patients [6]. Thus, recently published data on the
3-year extension phases of the STRASS and DRESS randomized trials demonstrated that
changes in disease activity parameters (clinical, and radiographic in STRASS) were not
significantly different between patients who decreased their TNFα antagonist dosage and
those who continued on the same dosage after achieving a remission (STRASS) or minimal
disease activity (DRESS) [110,111]. Studies of non-TNFα antagonist bDMARDs and of
JAK inhibitors remain scarce but seem to indicate similar conclusions [112–114]. Returning
to the initial targeted therapy dosage or dosing interval in the event of a flare restored
adequate disease control in over 80% of patients [112,114,115].
Most of the studies evaluating bDMARD or tsDMARD de-escalation strategies were
conducted in patients who were also receiving csDMARD therapy. Consequently, targeted
therapy de-escalation after a remission is achieved should be preferentially considered in
patients who are also taking a csDMARD. Other predictive factors are the time to remission
and the duration and depth of the remission [116,117]. Achieving minimal disease activity
does not seem sufficient to initiate targeted therapy de-escalation [116].

Recommendation 13: In patients who have a sustained remission without targeted therapy or
glucocorticoid therapy, csDMARD de-escalation can be considered.
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The wording of this recommendation is slightly different from that used in 2014, to
indicate that csDMARD de-escalation should be considered only in patients who are not
receiving glucocorticoid therapy and who are not, or no longer, taking targeted therapies.
Otherwise, de-escalation of the targeted therapy should be considered first. In addition, the
sentence fragment “as a medical decision shared by the patient and physician” has been
removed, as the task force considered that the decision-sharing concept is stated in general
principle A and therefore applies to all 15 recommendations.
De-escalation of csDMARD therapy can be considered in patients who are in sustained
remission without glucocorticoid therapy (see recommendation 12). Few studies have
focused specifically on csDMARD de-escalation [116]. As with targeted therapies, deescalation adapted to the level of disease activity seems preferable over abrupt
discontinuation, which carries a high risk of relapse [118,119]. Given that remissions
without treatment are uncommon, sudden csDMARD discontinuation can only be considered
in specific cases [116].

3.2.6. Global patient management
Recommendation 14: Treatment selection and adjustment should factor in a number of
considerations in addition to measured disease activity, such as structural disease
progression, comorbidities, tolerance of the drugs, treatment adherence, and the patient’s
wishes.
The only change compared to 2014 is the addition of treatment adherence.
Patient adherence to the therapeutic project is crucial. In addition to full adherence,
patient involvement and persistence in applying the pharmacological and
nonpharmacological therapeutic measures must be obtained. Recommendations about
adherence to pharmacological therapy of patients with chronic inflammatory joint disease
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were presented in 2017 by a French task force during the Rheumatology Expert Meetings
(Rencontres d’Experts en Rhumatologie; Puyraimond-Zemmour D et al., abstract SAT0691,
EULAR 2018). These recommendations include evaluating patient adherence at each visit
and, in the event of nonadherence, implementing a specific intervention (TPE, motivational
interview). The tolerance of the prescribed medications should also be factored into
medication selection and adjustment given its major influence on adherence to
pharmacological therapy.
In addition, this recommendation serves as a reminder that all the characteristics of the
patient, including for instance any comorbidities or a wish to conceive, should be taken into
consideration when making treatment decisions. Thus, the comorbidity profile may influence
both the choice of the treatment target (see recommendation 3) and the treatment response in
patients with RA, due to pathophysiological interactions between concomitant diseases,
effects on the evaluation of disease activity, or polypharmacy [120].
Finally, as indicated in recommendation 12, some patients continue to experience
structural disease progression despite a low level of clinical disease activity. Consequently,
the radiographic findings should be taken into account when making treatment decisions.

Recommendation 15. Screening for and periodic evaluations of comorbidities and their risk
factors, as well as periodic evaluations of their management, should be provided. The
management program should include lifestyle advice (e.g., about regular physical activity,
smoking cessation, and a healthy diet) and immunization updates.
The previous recommendation 15, in which only comorbidities were mentioned, has
been replaced by general principle C. The current recommendation has been added to detail
the management of comorbidities.
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In patients with RA, the cardiovascular risk level is high, similar to that associated
with diabetes [121]. This excess risk is ascribable to both chronic inflammation and exposure
to medications such as glucocorticoids and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs [122].
Achieving control of the inflammatory process by using DMARDs, most notably targeted
therapies, is associated with a decrease in the cardiovascular risk [122].
Cardiovascular risk management involves evaluating the cardiovascular risk and
screening for conventional cardiovascular risk factors (smoking, diabetes, hypertension,
dyslipidemia, and obesity); interventions to control conventional cardiovascular risk factors;
and control of the inflammatory process. As suggested by EULAR, the rheumatologist is in
the best position to organize cardiovascular risk factor screening and management in patients
with RA [123]. The cardiovascular risk is best evaluated using HeartScore®. The level of
cardiovascular risk dictates the LDL-cholesterol target, the frequency of screening tests, and
whether cardiologist referral is in order. EULAR also suggests the use of Doppler
ultrasonography of the supra-aortic vessels, as the presence of carotid artery plaque indicates
a high level of cardiovascular risk. Carotid artery plaque is found in nearly 60% of patients
with RA [124].
Screening for and management of comorbidities is not limited to an evaluation of the
cardiovascular risk. Patients with RA are also at increased risk for infection, lung disease,
malignancy, gastrointestinal disease, osteoporosis, and depression, which may be induced by
the disease or its treatments [125]. In addition, screening for these conditions is poorer in
patients with RA than in the general population. The screening tests for malignancies
recommended in the general population should be performed, oral health checked, and
immunizations updated. In addition to the immunizations recommended in the general
population, the influenza vaccine should be administered annually, the diphtheria-poliotetanus vaccine every 10 years, and the pneumococcal vaccine every 5 years in patients with
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RA [126]. Patients with no history of pneumococcal immunization should receive a dose of
the 13-valent conjugated vaccine followed at least 8 weeks later by a dose of the 23-valent
nonconjugated vaccine. Patients who previously received only the 23-valent nonconjugated
vaccine can be given a dose of the 13-valent conjugated vaccine if the previous
immunization was performed more than 1 year earlier; otherwise, they can be given a second
injection of the 23-valent nonconjugated vaccine at least 5 years after the first. Patients
having previously received the 13-valent conjugated/23-valent nonconjugated sequence can
be given a second injection of the 23-valent nonconjugated vaccine at least 5 years after the
first. Other immunizations should be given according to the schedule recommended for the
general population.
Maintaining good oral health decreases the risk of infection. In addition, due to the
associations that link periodontal disease and RA [127,128], improving oral health may
benefit the course of RA [129].
A variety of screening modalities can be used. Rheumatologists may implement a
screening program over several visits. Alternatively, the screening tests may be done at a
healthcare facility over a single day [130] or performed in part by a specialized nurse [131].
The latest French and European recommendations about screening for cardiovascular and
other comorbidities have been collected into a single document to facilitate their application
by rheumatologists [132].
Lifestyle advice should be provided as part of the management of RA. Programs
designed to promote a healthy lifestyle have been shown to decrease the cardiovascular risk
[133]. Patients should be advised to engage in regular physical activity, which may also
decrease pain and improve quality of life and morale [134]. Smoking cessation should be
recommended to decrease the cardiovascular risk [135]. Smoking cessation may also be
associated with decreased disease activity and a better treatment response [136,137]. Finally,
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a healthy diet is recommended. The Mediterranean diet and a sufficient intake of omega-3
fatty acids (oily fish, fish oil, or supplements) deserve to be recommended as they are
associated with a decreased cardiovascular risk [138] and with a small beneficial effect on
disease activity in patients with RA [139,140]. In contrast, diets that exclude certain
components such as gluten or lactose have exhibited no clinical efficacy (and no preclinical
efficacy in animal models). A gluten-free diet may be associated with an increased
cardiovascular risk [141,142] and a daily diet with an increased risk of osteoporosis. Both
these diets should therefore be avoided.
Thus, patients with RA should be offered a global management program (Figure 4).

4. Discussion
Research continuously provides new information about various domains related to RA
including the development of new treatments, the devising of therapeutic strategies, and the
use of nonpharmacological treatments. This strong dynamic requires that management
recommendations be updated regularly to ensure that healthcare professionals involved in
caring for patients with RA can tailor their practice to the most recent knowledge. Therefore,
in 2018, the SFR decided to update its previous recommendations issued in 2014.
This new set of SFR recommendations comprises four general principles and 15
recommendations covering the full range of RA management domains including the
diagnosis, pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments, patient follow-up, and the
management of comorbidities.
The new recommendations intersect at many points with those issued in 2014, notably
regarding the central role for the rheumatologist in the management of patients with RA; the
need for a therapeutic partnership between the patient and the rheumatologist; the
importance of providing a global management program encompassing both the RA and any
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comorbidities and relying not only on medications, but also on nonpharmacological means
such as rehabilitation therapy and TPE; and, finally, the need for attention to the individual
and societal costs of RA. Finally, as was the case in 2014, the updated recommendations
highlight the importance of establishing the diagnosis and starting the treatment of RA as
early as possible.
However, the 2018 recommendations also differ in several ways from those issued in
2014. The tsDMARDs recently introduced into the French market are discussed. The task
force decided to give equal importance to JAK inhibitors and to bDMARDs. Another
difference compared to 2014 is the statement that switching to a medication with a different
mechanism of action in the event of primary treatment failure deserves preference. Finally,
greater emphasis is placed on promoting a healthy lifestyle and managing the comorbidities
as a full-fledged component of the management of RA.
Most of the recommendations are based on a high level of evidence, obtained a high
level of agreement, and received strong grades. Except for general principle B, the level of
agreement with each general principle and recommendation was lower among review panel
members than among task force members (Table 2), probably in part because the review
panel did not have access to the full text of the recommendations. The comments made by
the review panel usually involved issues that had been discussed by the task force and
developed in the text accompanying each recommendation. Given the continuing active
research into RA, these recommendations will probably need to be updated in a few years.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Categories of currently available disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs
Biologics include abatacept, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab,
infliximab, rituximab, sarilumab, tocilizumab, and others.

Figure 2. Setting treatment goals and organizing the management program (adapted
from Smolen et al. [2])
RA, rheumatoid arthritis; TJC, tender joint count; SJC, swollen joint count; aVAS, visual
analog scale for patient assessment of disease activity; CRP, C-reactive protein; DAS28, 28joint disease activity score; SDAI, Simplified Disease Activity Index; CDAI, Clinical
Disease Activity Index; HAQ, Health Assessment Questionnaire

Figure 3. Strategy for the pharmacological treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
RFs, rheumatoid factors; ACPA, anti-citrullinated peptide antibodies; csDMARD,
conventional synthetic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug; bDMARD, biologic diseasemodifying anti-rheumatic drug; tsDMARD, targeted synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drug; IL-6R, interleukin-6 receptor; JAKi, JAK inhibitor; MTX, methotrexate;
LEF, leflunomide; SSZ, sulfasalazine; recs: recommendations; TNF, tumor necrosis factor

Figure 4. Global management of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
Diphtheria-tetanus-polio immunization every 10 years; influenza immunization once a year;
pneumococcal immunization every 5 years; same schedule for the other immunizations as in
the general population
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DISEASE-MODIFYING ANTI-RHEUMATIC DRUGS

CONVENTIONAL SYNTHETIC:
csDMARDs (methotrexate, leflunomide,
sulfasalazine, hydroxychloroquine)

TARGETED THERAPIES

TARGETED SYNTHETIC:
tsDMARDs (tofacitinib and
baricitinib)

BIOLOGICS: bDMARDs
- originators: boDMARDs
- biosimilars: bsDMARDs

Active RA

SHARED DECISION
with the patient about
the treatment target

If Long-standing severe RA or
comorbidities, consider the
alternative treatment target

MAIN TARGET=REMISSION
DAS28-ESR <2.6 or SDAI≤3.3 or
CDAI≤2.8 or Boolean remission (TJC,
SJC, aVAS, CRP [mg/dL] ≤1)

Evaluation* every
1 – 3 months

SUSTAINED
remission
for 3 – 6 months

Treatment modification if no response
after 3 months or failure to achieve the
treatment target after 6 months

ALTERNATIVE = MINIMAL DISEAE
ACTIVITY: 2.6 ≤ DAS28-ESR≤3.2 or
3.3<SDAI≤11 or 2.8<CDAI≤10

Evaluation* every
1 – 3 months

SUSTAINED
minimal disease
activity
for 3 – 6 months

Evaluation* every
6 months

Treatment
modification if target
not sustained

Evaluation* every
6 months

* Evaluation of efficacy based on whether the treatment target is achieved. Annual evaluation of the functional impact of RA using the HAQ is recommended. Follow-up
radiographs are recommended, notably in patients with residual clinical activity and when the disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug regimen is changed.

1st line (recs 6-8)

Diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis
If MTX
contraindicated
Leflunomide (LEF) 20 mg/d

METHOTREXATE (MTX): optimal dosage (15-30
mg/week) within 4-8 weeks

or Sulfasalazine (SSZ) up to 2-3 g/d

±

±

Glucocorticoid: low cumulative dose, 6 months
max

Glucocorticoid: low cumulative dose, 6
months max

YES: continue same treatment
then, if sustained remission
without glucocorticoids,
discuss csDMARD deescalation

Significant improvement after 3 months and
treatment target achieved after 6 months?

NO
≥2nd line (recs 9-11)

YES

FACTORS OF ADVERSE PROGNOSTIC
SIGNIFICANCE?
Erosions, RFs/ACPA, moderate-to-high
activity, failure of ≥2 csDMARDs

ADD A TARGETED THERAPY
bDMARD (TNFa antagonist, IL-6R antagonist,
abatacept; if contraindication, rituximab)
or tsDMARD (JAKi)

NO

SWITCH TO OR ADD ANOTHER csDMARD:
LEF, SSZ, MTX, alone or in combination

±
Glucocorticoid: low cumulative dose, 6
months max

Significant improvement after 3 months and
treatment target achieved after 6 months?

YES: continue same treatment
then, if sustained remission
without glucocorticoids,
discuss b/tsDMARD deescalation

NO

TARGETED THERAPY:
bDMARD TNFa antagonist, IL-6R antagonist,
abatacept, rituximab) or tsDMARD (JAKi)

Manage the
remission
(recs 12-13)

Global and multidisciplinary management
RHUMATOLOGIST, PRIMARY-CARE PHYSICIAN, physiotherapist/occupational therapist,
specialized nurse, cardiologist, dietician, dentist, psychologist, social worker
PATIENT INFORMATION
THERAPEUTIC EDUCATION
SHARED MEDICAL DECISIONMAKING
Follow-up in conjunction
with the
PRIMARY-CARE PHYSICIAN
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Rehabilitation therapy
± Orthoses and surgery

Patient
with RA

PSYCHOLOGICAL support
SOCIAL and
OCCUPATIONAL support
Balanced diet
No high-risk exclusion
diets

REGULAR EVALUATION ± MANAGEMENT OF
- cardiovascular risk factors: serum lipid assays (outside flares), blood pressure,
smoking, obesity
- immunizations (influenza, DTP, pneumococcus) and cancer screening tests
- oral health
- the risk of osteoporosis
- lung and gastrointestinal tract involvement
- depression

Table 1. Definitions of terms
Terms
Definitions
Factors of adverse prognostic • Early bone erosions
significance
• Elevated laboratory markers of inflammation (ESR
and CRP)

Sustained remission

•

High swollen joint count

•

Presence of rheumatoid factors and ACPAs,
particularly in high titers (≥3N)

•

Moderate-to-high disease activity despite
csDMARD therapy*

•

Failure of ≥ 2 csDMARDs*

Remission (according to composite criteria including a
joint evaluation) sustained for at least 6 months
ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein; ACPA, anti-citrullinated
peptide antibodies; csDMARD, conventional synthetic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug
*These factors predict a poor treatment response rather than a poor prognosis.

Table 2. 2018 recommendations of the French Society for Rheumatology (Société
Française de Rhumatologie, SFR) about the management of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
General principles and recommendations

Level of Grade
evidence

Agreement, Agreement,
Task force Review
Mean (SD) panel
Mean (SD)

NA

NA

10 (0)

9.3 (1.2)

B. The rheumatologist is the specialist who NA
should be in charge of managing patients with
RA. The primary-care physician plays a crucial
role in detecting RA and in providing follow-up
in conjunction with the rheumatologist.

NA

9.7 (0.8)

9.8 (0.6)

C. Patients with RA should be offered a global NA
management program including drug treatments,
therapeutic patient education and, as appropriate,
comorbidity
management,
psychological
support, assistance with social and occupational
issues, functional rehabilitation, and/or surgery.

NA

9.7 (0.6)

9.2 (1.3)

D. The cost of RA and of its consequences and NA
treatments, for both the individual and society,
should be considered when making treatment
decisions.

NA

9.3 (1.0)

7.6 (2.9)

B

9.7 (0.5)

9.4 (1.0)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
A. The optimal management of patients with RA
requires a dialogue between the rheumatologist
and patient to ensure that the patient receives the
information and education needed to share in his
or her management decisions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Diagnosis

1. A diagnosis of RA should be
•

considered in patients with specific clinical
findings such as joint swelling (clinical
arthritis), morning stiffness lasting longer
than 30 minutes, and a positive hand or
forefoot squeeze test

•

then confirmed as promptly as possible
(ideally within 6 weeks) by a physical
examination performed by a rheumatologist,
laboratory tests (erythrocyte sedimentation
rate [ESR], C-reactive protein [CRP], anticitrullinated protein antibodies [ACPA], and
rheumatoid factors [RFs]), and imaging
studies (radiographs with or without

IIb

ultrasonography), after
differential diagnoses.

ruling

out

the

2. As soon as RA is diagnosed, disease- Ia
modifying treatment must be initiated.

A

9.9 (0.5)

9.4 (1.0)

3. The treatment target is achieving and Ia
maintaining a remission or, at least, minimal
disease activity. A clinical remission is defined
as the absence of signs and symptoms of
significant inflammatory activity.

A

9.8 (0.4)

9.3 (1.1)

4. Disease activity should be measured using Ia
validated composite criteria, including joint
indices.

B

9.6 (0.7)

9.1 (1.5)

5. Follow-up should be provided by a IIb
rheumatologist at closely spaced intervals (every
1 to 3 months) as long as the disease is active.
Treatment adjustments are in order in patients
who fail to improve within 3 months or to
achieve their treatment target within 6 months.

B

9.8 (0.4)

9.3 (1.2)

6. . Methotrexate is the first-line DMARD in Ia
patients with active RA, starting at a dosage of at
least 10 mg/week then reaching the optimal
dosage within no more than 4-8 weeks.

A

9.3 (1.0)

8.5 (2.0)

7. In DMARD-naive patients who have Ia
contraindications or early intolerance to
methotrexate, leflunomide and sulfasalazine are
good alternatives.

A

9.5 (0.8)

8.8 (1.7)

8. While awaiting the effects of csDMARD Ia
therapy, oral or parenteral glucocorticoid therapy
can be considered, in a low cumulative dosage, if
possible for no longer than 6 months. The
glucocorticoid dose should be tapered to nothing
as promptly as possible.

B

9.0 (1.2)

8.6 (2.1)

9.2 (0.9)

8.4 (2.1)

First-line treatment

Second and subsequent treatment lines
9. In patients with an inadequate response or
intolerance to methotrexate, the treatment must
be optimized.
#

•

In patients with adverse prognostic factors,
add-on bDMARD or tsDMARD therapy can
be considered, using a TNF antagonist,
abatacept, an IL-6 pathway antagonist, a
JAK
inhibitor,
or,
under
specific
circumstances, rituximab.#

Ib

#

A

In patients without adverse prognostic
factors, a switch to another csDMARD
(leflunomide,
sulfasalazine)
or
the
combination of several csDMARDs can be
considered;§ if this strategy fails or is
contraindicated, targeted therapy (with a
bDMARD or tsDMARD) should be
considered.

§

V

§

10. All targeted therapies (bDMARDs* or
tsDMARDs#) are best used in combination with
methotrexate..

*

Ia
Ib

A

9.5 (0.7)

8.9 (2.0)

11. Patients who fail a first targeted therapy
(bDMARD or tsDMARD) should be switched to
another targeted therapy. In the event of primary
failure, a switch to a targeted therapy that has a
different mechanism of action may deserve
preference.

*

Ia
V

A

9.6 (0.6)

9.0 (1.5)

12. In patients who have a sustained remission IIb
without glucocorticoid therapy, a decrease in the
targeted therapy dosage must be considered.

B

9.1 (1.4)

8.7 (1.9)

13. In patients who have a sustained remission IV
without targeted therapy or glucocorticoid
therapy, csDMARD de-escalation can be
considered.

C

9.0 (1.4)

8.7 (2.1)

C

9.8 (0.4)

9.6 (0.8)

C

9.4 (0.9)

9.1 (1.7)

•

D

#

§

Managing disease remission

Global patient management
14. Treatment selection and adjustment should
factor in a number of considerations in addition
to measured disease activity, such as structural
disease progression, comorbidities, tolerance of
the drugs, treatment adherence, and the patient’s
wishes.#

*

15. Screening for and periodic evaluations of
comorbidities and their risk factors, as well as
periodic evaluations of their management,
should be provided. The management program
should include lifestyle advice (e.g., about
regular physical activity, smoking cessation, and
a healthy diet) and immunization updates.&

$

Ia
Ib

#

IIb

&

IV

Recommendations are graded based on the level of underlying evidence; A is the highest
grade.
NA, not applicable
a
Agreement scored on a 0-10 scale where 10 indicates complete agreement

